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ARMY TO THE RESCUE

Gallant Feats In Indian Cyclone

Selfless gallantly, dash and dam right hard work By British troops of India's

Eastern Army -who helped to rescue and succour villagers for many days following the

disastrous cyclone and tidal wave which killed 11,000 persons and 75,000 head of cattle
in the Midnapore and twenty four, Parganas area of Bengal are described in reports
which have just reached the Nor Office,

A famous Scottish Regiment did particularly fine work in restoring communications

so that food and medical aid could he rushed to the area in rescuing persons from

"beneath wreckage and thus saving scores of lives, in removing the Bodies of fatal

casualties so that the danger of epidemic should ho lessened, and in repairing bundhs

to prevent the flood spreading to unaffected areas.

Those men also used the whole of their persona-1, and their units first aid

resources in attending with their own hands to injured villagers.

An idea of what the troops were up against is given by an eye witness 's account

of-the cyclone

Houses fell as though made of paper. Iron roofs wore ripped off and went hurtling

down narrow streets crushing to death all who were in the way. Trees were ripped out of

the ground and Blown away as though they wore pieces of straw. The rear of the wind and

thunder of the rainfall together with the crashing and cracking of trees and houses made

speech or hearing impossible, Visibility was nil.

Thousands of snakes, many of then deadly poisonous and still alive, floated on the*

flood-water through which soldiers, some times Barefooted, waded should deep in order to

carry on this rescue work. Crocodiles were another menace,.

One party of British soldiers hoard that a group of villagers which had Become

marooned were in urgent need of help. They secured some country craft and ignoring the,

fury of the flood, themselves navigated the strange Boats across the village. Time and

again they made the trip, each time returning with as many of the villagers as the Beats

could carry. They succeeded in saving the lives of a largo number of men, women

and children*

Another party saw some cattle in danger of Being drowned. Knowing the feeling of

’

over once which Hindus have for the cow, a daring rescue was carried out to the intense

joy of the villagers who witnessed it*

Later the Air Force took part in the work By dropping medical supplies and

foodstuffs to the sufferers.

One British soldier who had temporarily Become marooned with some villagers saw a

plane drop a package, obviously intended for-them* Realising that it-was falling a

'little wide of the mark be dashed into the water, Reaped into the air and caught the,,
falling object in his arms; he risked death, and m fact ms injured, But he saved thu

precious food from Being swept away.

Many of the soldiers had narrow escapes from death. One group Became marooned on

the top of a huge tree where thy were forced to spend the night, eventually one of them

leaped into a Bamboo ’and straw roof which was Being whirled away in the water Below*

■ Hanging on to this he was eventually carried to a village where he was aole to organise

the rescue of his comrades.

The Impression created in the area By the efforts of the troops is tremendous; their

feats will become legends which will Be handed on from generation to generation - to tm

undying glory of a certain Scottish Regiment with an already glorious record.
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